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Jester Coins IllegalJester Coins IllegalJester Coins IllegalJester Coins Illegal    
 

From the office of the 

Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and Captain 

of the Guard. 

 
It has come to our attention 

that despite our frequent 

forewarnings, illegally 

minted coins are still used 

by many citizens. 

The coins can easily be 

recognized by the face of a 

jester minted in the place of 

the royal seal. Possession of 

these so-called jester coins 

is an offence and 

punishable by a fine of up 

to 300 gold pieces and 3 

months incarceration. 

Citizens may hand in all 

jester coins in their 

possession to an officer of 

the exchequers without fear 

of persecution. 

Meet the Clerics of Meet the Clerics of Meet the Clerics of Meet the Clerics of 

CauldroCauldroCauldroCauldronnnn    

Church of St. Cuthbert – 

Jenya Urikas, acting high 

priest - “If you treat 

someone else well then 

they will have reason to 

do the same.” 

 

Stormblades eradicate kobold infestation.Stormblades eradicate kobold infestation.Stormblades eradicate kobold infestation.Stormblades eradicate kobold infestation. 

A pesky tribe of kobolds use to infest some of the catacombs below the southern section of the 

city, but they’ve been taken care of now. Anna Taskerhill and her Stormblades defeated Splot, 

Wrath of Kobolds, and drove out the remaining members of the tribe. Anna declared: ”I 

dedicate this victory to my mother, who so sadly passed away recently. It was a tough battle, 

especially their leader showed quite a resistance, but in the end we defeated all of them. 

Cauldron’s citizens can go to sleep again without fear.” 

So once again our Stormblades defended the city from a grave danger. A warm thank you 

from Cauldron’s citizen! 

 

Orphans freed!!  Kidnappings solved.Orphans freed!!  Kidnappings solved.Orphans freed!!  Kidnappings solved.Orphans freed!!  Kidnappings solved.        

The latest kidnapping incidents in Cauldron have been solved. A previously unknown 

adventurers group named Goewhyn’s Chosen braved the long forgotten ruins of Jzaridune to 

rescue four missing children. Beside the children also some fortunate citizens were saved 

from slave traders in the Malachite fortress. Heading this slave operation was a strange 

breeding of troll and dwarf named Kazmojen. 

 

Possession in RedgorgePossession in RedgorgePossession in RedgorgePossession in Redgorge    

Alek Tercival, a paladin who serves St. Cuthbert, has been out of town for several days. 

According to reliable sources he traveled to the village of Redgorge to take care of a woman 

who is possessed by a demon!    

 

HearHearHearHeard On the Streetd On the Streetd On the Streetd On the Street    

 
Groups of cloaked figures have been seen jumping from rooftop to rooftop the last few evenings. 

Nobody knows their identity or their purpose. 

 

Some sort of evil aquatic druid from the Underdark has taken up residence in the lake,  and it’s 

planning to cast a spell to lure people into the water to transform them into  

monstrous minions. 

 

 


